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Court Emphasizes Social
Codes For University
Enforcement procedures
of the University of the Pacific
Honor and Social Codes are
expected to improve this year
under ASUOP Supreme Court
Chief Justice. Ken Nichols.
ASUOP student leaders
have observed
that
the
Supreme Court has been non
functioning in recent years
even though provisions have
been included in the Constitu
tion of the student body. Then,
Linnea Johnson, the 1972-73
Chief Justice, revitalized the
Court with a few cases last
semester
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The difficult task of
searching for students to act
as attorneys in each Supreme
Court case has been eliminated by current ASUOP
President Sue Harlan. In
addition to appointing Ken
Nichols as Chief Justice, she
appointed Frank Floyd as
Attorney General and Ron
Peck as Student Defender.
Nichols stated that no
standardized procedures or
records of past activities have
been left by previous Chief
Justices for their successors.
He intends to set up such
guidelines with the help of
Dean of Students, Judy
Chambers.
Nichols is also in the pro
cess of designing a detailed
Social Code for the University.
The ASUOP Constitution
gives a general authority to

Catering
Service
Offered

the Supreme Court to handle
such cases concerning the
Honor and Social Codes. The
Honor Code is concerned withacademic conduct, whereas
the Social Code is concerned
with illegal or disorderly con
duct on campus.
Although Court sessions
are held wherever space is
available at the time of need,
the office of the Supreme
Court officials will soon be in
North Hall.
A case for the Supreme
Court is initiated when a
written complaint is filed with
the Attorney General. The
Attorney General and the
Student Defender investigate
the complaint to determine
the section (s) of the Honor or
Social Code involved. The two
officials then arrange for a
Court session with the Chief Foundation members have a regal view from their perch on the rim of Pacific Stadium.
Justice.
When a convicted student
is sentenced to a term of social
probation, his activities on
campus are limited. Accord
ing to the Chief Justice and the
ASUOP President, there are
no provisions for the enforce
ment of this type of sentence at
the present time. Nichols and
Harlan hope to establish a pro
University of the Pacific Stockton. Ca.
bation officer for this purpose.
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Nichols noted that en
forcement procedures vary
with the degree of severity of
the Court's decision. Until
now, when a convicted student
was sentenced to supension or
expulsion from UOP. the case
was reviewed and handled by
the
Deans.
A special
By SHANNON HOOD
committee, to handle these sit
were
not notified or consulted out on Knoles
The unexpected construc
Field. The
uations and any appeals from
concerning
its appearance.
the Supreme Court, is being tion of a parking lot has
noise and work finally stopped
And there is no solution in at noon.
University of the Pacific stu
considered.
ASUOP President Harlan dents in an uproar, even those sight until Monday afternoon By 1:30 p.m., 20 to30 Ray
if a solution exists.
expects the new ASUOP who don't drive.
mond College students were at
Last Saturday morning, President McCaffrey's front
Supreme Court to become a
At first they objected to
students residing in Quad door. They wanted to know
model organization for other the parking lot itself .
Now they object that thev dorms were awakened by why Knoles Field was being
academic institutions.
noisy construction equipment sacrificed lor pavement and
why work was started on a
Saturday morning when over
time wages must be paid.
They also wanted to know
why the UOP community was
not notified of the intent to
alter the field. They de
manded that construction on
Knoles Field be halted until
the questions were answered.
McCaffrey agreed to stop
the work on Knowles Field and
arranged a Monday appoint
ment for a few representa
tives of the angry group with
Dean of Students, Judith
Chambers.
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Student Protests Halt Parking
Construction On Knoles Field

By GREG GERM
Going on a field trip or an
organized outing and facing
the problem of what to eat?
The University of the Paci
fic s food service could offer
some relief.
According to Paul Fairbrook, the head of the school's
food department, the school is
willing to work with any
organized group of students
who own lull meal tickets.
I his would mean that if a
group is recognized, the food
service department would
Provide food, either perish
able or, if for a longer period,
:
would supply an adequate
amount of non-perishable
items.
This service also
r r
applies to meal ticket holders
who work or are engaged in
activities that would lead to a
m issed meal. For these people
a sack lunch will be provided. University parking lot plans begin to take shape on Knofes Field.

Petition Circulated

After leaving the Presi
dent's home, the studeni.s
drafted a petition protesting
the construction of the parking
lot and requesting a voice in
future construction decisions.
Kitty Karpales, Bob Reich and
Lynn St. Georges were
selected to attend the meeting
with the Dean of Students.
m.

Confrontation

According to Dean Cham
bers, Leonard Abbott (the
campus architect) and Dr.
Cedric Dempsey (Director of
Athletic) also attended the 2
p.m. meeting on Monday.
cont. on back page
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Projected Enrollment
Rise lolls To Materialize
By ANITA DOW
Because the University
budget is based on the tuition
of the number of expected
students, the unpredicted
have
added
Dr. Wagner estimated students
unbudgeted
income
for
this
that 75-100 students more
could be accomodated at each year.
of the cluster colleges - Elbert
The fact that UOP has
Covell, Callison, Raymond,
retained nearly the same
and College of the Pacific.
Space also is available in the number of students as last
Schools' of Engineering and year sets it apart from other
institutions, which, according
Education.
to reports received by Dr.
Last year, the School of Wagner, have experienced
Pharmacy admitted its lar enrollment decreases.
gest beginning class. The pro
Figures for the University
fessional admissions in phar of Pacific's predicted rise in
macy are down, but because of enrollment have failed to
last year's large_number of materialize,
by a small
students, the overall enroll
margin.
ment has remained the same.
Actually, it dropped by 10
students,
despite an increase
"As of Sept. 21, UOP had
enrolled 3,972 students," Dr. in new students," Dr. Hans
Wagner, Dean of Admissions,
Wagner said.
said. The student body
Enrollment projections
for Fall, 1973, made last
retunUo UOP this fall as they
spring, anticipated fewer stu
have
in the past.
dents than the year before.

And there is room for
many more students in the
different schools and colleges.

UOP Debators
Ranked Second Best
The University of the
Pacific has been ranked se
cond nationally among "me
dium-sized" colleges and
universities across the United.
States for their Forensics pro-'
gram.
UOP competed in this
"medium-sized" category for
schools with enrollments be
tween 2,400 and 8,000 stu
dents. In all, 204 institutions of
higher education competed in
this "medium-sized" cate
gory. Moorpark College in
southern California placed
first, and third ^place went
to Niagra University in New
York. Overall, University of

the Pacific is ranked in the top
fifteen schools of the nation for
the overall forensics pro
grams. The announcement
was made by the National Edi
tor of the Intercollegiate
Speech Results Committee,
Jack H. Howe, Director of
Forensics at California State
University, Long Beach.
The man behind the team
is Dr. Paul Winters, who is
quite happy with this year's
new speakers and returning
debaters. UOP will be off to its
first tournament of the year in
Wyoming, October 3rd and
then off to Colorado on
October 9th.

GOOD NEWS!
NO FINANCE CHARGES on payments
made on time
You need a good typewriter right now, but you
don't have the cash, or you'd like to try it out
first? Right? Right!

Construction workers hammer out foundation to University center.
,

New University Center Adapts Itself To You
By DAVID SEGERSTROM
The new University Cen
ter, presently under construc
tion, is going to be...whatever
you want it to be.
The structure, according
to a report made by a group of
students looking into possible
uses of such a center, has its
primary
advantage
in
"adaptability and use modifi
cation." The report, called "A
Plan for a University Cen
ter", stresses the importance
of adaptability: "It is de
sirable that the Center will not
become obsolete before it is
paid for."
The Center will bring
together student services id a
single building. The method in
which these services are
offered to the students will be
subject to change, says
ASUOP
President, Sue
Harlan, in accordance with

DAMON'S IMPORTS
IMPORTS FROM INDIA
BRASSWARE
JEWELRY

TAPESTRY
WATERPIPES
INCENCE

BLOUSES & GIFTS
43

N.

SUTTER
ST .'
948-0107

DOWNTOWN

month

All the rent will apply, no interett or tarrying
charge. It It at tlmple at that.
Select just the model you want from the full line
Of famous portable typewriters, on display now.

tockton
ypewriter Co.
6465 PACIFIC 'YE.

-

WOODCARVING

The solution: Rent a
brand new portable
from us, for only

$10

the change in student tastes.
Harlan stated, "The Planners
based the whole concept on the
ability of the center to be able
to change with the fads of the
students."
There will be three levels
to the new Center - a base
ment, a ground floor, and
apartments on the uppermost
floor. Apartments are being
installed because, Sue said,
the Department of Housing
and
Urban
Development
(HUD) is funding the project.
The basement will probly contain the campus
bookstore, a small restau
rant, a storage area, and a few
other rooms whose functions
Sue described as "tentative."
The ground level will
house ASUOP offices, a dining
area, and perhaps a small
grocery store.

NORTH

NEXT TO PAY LESS

477-4465

Thur. til 9 p.m. Sat. til <5 p.m.
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Campus
architect
George Abbott, pointed out
that this project did not evolve
over night. "It took a lot ol
soul-searching and a lot ol
compromise," said Abbott
reflectively,
"before
the
actual policy was set."
The project began as a
plan drawn up by a group ol
students in August, 1971. The
plan called for the develop
ment of a Center rather than a
Student Union. The rationale
of the report was that an all
University Center would give
all members of the Univer
sity, including faculty ane
adminstrators, a place t<
interact, rather than limitini
the structure to student usi
only.
The new ceniei, at
cording to a rough estimati
made by Abbott, will cost ii
the neighborhood of 2.3 mil
lion dollars. The completio
date will be September c
1974, barring unforseen cii
cumstancies.
On Wed. Oct. 3, from 3:
5:00 will be Senior pictures
Callison,
Raymond.
;
Covell. They will meet at
Raymond fountain.
Music Seniors will h;
their pictures taken from 3
- 5:00 on Thurs. Oct. 4, in fr
of the Conservatory.

j
i
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Optimistic View
Of Chilean Coup

Parking Lot On Knoles Field?

What is your reaction to
Many people consider the the run-down condition and the administration putting a
parking lot on part of Knoles
countries of South America to great expense involved in
field?
be politically unstable and making the land productive
underdeveloped. In the case again, it's doubtful they will
take possession.
of Chile, this is untrue.
Chile has been an inde
The political future of
pendent country since 1818, 30 Chile is somewhat uncertain
years after the United States at this time. Verdi feels,
declared its independence. It however, that the current
has a long tradition of democ military government will
racy, with people from all stay in power for two years
social classes involved in poli "to calm the country and re
tics.
store the economy." He feels
Izzy } Callison, senior:
The
background
of that national elections will be
political life in Chile was called at the end of two years "Terribly sneaky, to do such a
revealed in an interview with and the country returned to thing in the middle of the
night. Obviously they know
UOP student, Juan Verdi. civilian rule.
Verdi's family includes two
Of Allende's government, nobody wants it. It's a bad
national Senators. The recent he says the following: "Some thing. Some of my friends
coup d'etat in Chile places the Allende changes were neces were playing lrisbee at sunset
Verdi family in an interesting sary, because everybody, and the next morning they
position.
from right to left, wanted work up to the noise of workers
During the 1964 land change. Many ofhis changes tearing up the grass.
reform of President Eduardo will remain, especially the
Frei, the Verdi family was political power of the
expropriated 60,000 hectacres workers."
of timber land. Many of the
peasants were given owner
ship rights for the first time.
Often times, this land was
unproductive and this put the
farmers in the position of
having to borrow money from
the government in order to
Three special workshops survive. With this arrange
ment, the farmers were no of interest to businessmen and Mario Paris, Elbert Covell,
better off than when they educators - are being offered graduate student: "There is
this fall at University of the
worked for the landowner.
not enough parking space on
According to Verdi, "The Pacific.
campus and it's getting worse.
Of interest to the general
agrarian reform during Frei
Gasoline shortages do not
was a complete failure." Due business community is "Eco seem to stop students from
to this failure, the people of nomics of Crisis-Workshop on driving. I thought when Delta
Economic moved we would be able to
Chile became extremely dis Contemporary
satisfied- and anxious for a •Problems." The two-unit class have more parking, but there
is scheduled for the two con are more cars. I am not
change.
The 1970 Presidential secutive weekends of October opposed to the putting a park
election offered the people a 13-14 and October 20-21. The ing lot on Knowles Field, if it
change in the person of objective of the workshop is to does not take the whole
Salvador Allende.
Allende acquaint the participant with recreational field.
received only 36 percent of the relevant concepts of eco
popular vote, not the majority nomic analysis and use them
required by the Chilean in examining the vital eco
constitution, which sent the nomic issues of today.
Of interest to educators
election to the Congress,
where Allende was elected and parents is a workshop on
"Ethnic Studies Through
Presdient.
Allende promised great Children's Literature." The
changes to his people and one-unit class will be held on
delivered rampant inflation November 17-18. The course, a
and severe shortages of all survey on good children's
consumer goods, including literature, is designed to sup
food. Inflation was overtaking port and contribute signi
the economy at the rate of 1 ficantly to ethnic studies in the Wendy Cohen, Raymond, first
year: "It was very under
percent daily - 365 percent elementary schools.
The third workshop, of handed the way whoever
annually. Allende blamed the
crisis on increased wages interest to parents, admini decided to do it. If they had
strators and teachers, is "The talked about it more before
demanded by the workers.
Once again, the Chilean Law and Public School Opera they did any tearing up, it
people were ready for a tions." The one-unit class is would have saved a lot of
change. That change took scheduled for five Wednes petitions and a lot of hassles.
place September 11 of this days, from October 10 through - Raymond students in general
year, when the military November 7. The class will would rather hassle with park
study day-to-day operations of ing than have the field torn
staged its coup d'etat.
The Verdi family may the public schools and recent up."
now reclaim on the land it lost court cases dealing with rights
responsibilities
of
during the Allende land and
teachers,
board FOR A NEW EXPERIENCE
Inform. However, because of parents,
members and administra IN HAIR GROOMING
RAZOR CUTTING
NOTE: There are three Fee
tors.
COMPLETE LINE OF
Waivers
available
for
HAIRPIECES AND WIGS
seniors who wish to take the
HAIR COLORING
ORE. Those interested
GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR
Please contact Dr. Shao in
SERVICES OR PRODUCTS
ART SUPPLIES
the Graduate School Office,
PACIFIC STYLING
Knoles Hall, in advance of
GIFTS
the October 2nd closing
FOR MEN
PARTY SUPPLIES
date for registration.
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
AH
C.I.P.
students
462-1500
BRIDAL REGISTRY
interested in Fee Waivers
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 a ,m 6 p.m.
3220 Pacific Avenue
should contact Mr. SmallEvening Appointments Available
Phone
466-7031
wood at the C.I.P. Office,
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
2008 PACIFIC AVE
Anderson Y.

Studies Open
For Educators,
Businessmen
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be stopped. I think that the
way they went about it was
dishonest.
Money
used to make a parking lot
could be used for more educa
tional purposes."

Michael Penkava, Raymond
senior: "I don't want to see a
parking lot there. It bothers
me a lot.
The field is
depressed and provides a
release from the rest of the
buildings. A parking lot would
do something different. Any
way to stop it would be in
order."

Tina Jonas, Raymond , first
year: "Negative. I use it for
jogging. A lot of people use it
for sunning, sitting, and to be
away from everybody else.
But then again I don't know
where else they could put a
parking lot. I don't think they
should have it. There should
have been some discussion in
the student representative
counsel."

Debbie Elems, C.O.P.,
graduate student: "I think we
need it. It really is a hassle
when one has to run around
thirty minutes hunting for a
space.
This is a private
campus patrolled by special
police. The money collected
from tickets should go to
making more parking spaces.

Chris Hebard, Raymond,
senior: ' -I really think it has to

Herman Froeb, Raymond,
second year:
"I think its
deplorable. A lot of concrete,
more and more concrete
everywhere and there aren't
too many fields around. You
can't do much with asphault
except park cars. People
could walk a mile. Most
people can walk ten minutes to
school. Students having more
cars is unidealistic."

NOW AVAILABLE
Hewlett Packard HP-35
Scientific Pocket Calculator

<309.95

cash & carry while supply lasts.

MINIMAX ELECTRONICS

!•

2706 Country Club Blvd.
Phone: 466-0371

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!

T1 Model SR-10
• an extra-function calculator at an economical price,
does square roots, squares, reciprocals-as well as addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.
instant 8-place accuracy, from simple arithmetic to complex
equations.
Fast-recharge long-life NiCad batteries. AC adapter/charger included.
Guaranteed by TI to be free from defects in parts and workmanship for
one full year.

MINIMAX ELECTRONICS
(Calculator Specialist)
2706 Country Club Blvd.
Phone: 466-0371
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Take
Paradise...
,t
"Don't it always seem to go that you don t know what

you've got 'till it's gone - Take Paradise and put up a parking
The lyrics to a song by Joni Mitchell capture the opinion ol
955 dissatisfied students regarding constrction ol a parking
lot at the south end of Knoles Field.
The primary objection to the construction is that students
were not consulted before the decision was made to black-top
the 72.000SQUARE FOOT, GRASSY AREA IN Knoles Held
for parking.
, ,,, „
According to university architect, Leonard Abbott, the •
decision for the parking lot was made this past summei.
The problem lies in the university decision-making
process. Knoles Field is a student recreation area used for
diverse purposes. And yet, the decision to construct a parking
lot, which will minimize Knoles Field recreation space, was
made without considering student opinion.
The administration had promised students a voice in
university policy-making. That voice, however, was not
heard on an issue which concerns a substantial segment of the
student body.
Through the efforts of students who signed a Petition,
construction at Knoles Field has temporarily stopped The
Administration has been forced to acknowledge studen
opinion and review the parking lot plan.
The controversy has resulted in meetings between
students and the administration which should have occured
before construction workers began plowing up Knoles
Field. Student opinion should have been determined before
contracts were signed to "put up a parking lot."
The south end of Knowle. Field isn't black topped yet. An
all-university meeting to discuss the parking lot decision is
planned for Monday at 4 p.m. at Knoles . There is still a
chance to save part of UOP's "Paradise".
Rv DAYNA PETERSEN

perspective

Anyone who cruised Stockton's Pacific Avenue in search
of gas last Friday afternoon needs no further warnings as to
how much we have taken abundant gas supplies for granted.
Yes, even Stocktonians had problems obtaining gas in the
wake of headlines screaming, "Gas Stations Closing for the
Weekend." The reason for the scare was not the "gas.
shortage." Instead it was the threat that Northern California
gas stations would be closing in protest to President Nixon's
Phase 4 price guidelines.
It is not surprising that we are entering what appears to
be a crisis with domestic demands expected to hit roughly 24
million barrels a day by 1980 - yet domestic production of
crude oil is not expected to increase much from thecurrent 11millionbarrels- a-day level. For years, there was no govern
ment policy on the one thing that keeps the country going; and
that is energy.
Now that oil-rich Mid-East relations axe straining over
our pro-Israeli foreign policy, we care confronted With
whether our domestic energy demands should take .prfeeiff.
dent over established foreign policy.
,
Recently, there has been an abundance of literature for
the motorist, contributed by the entire spectrum of govern
ment agencies, interested oil companies and Automobile
Associations. The main emphasis has been to suggest that the
motorist slow to 50 m'ph to save 20 percent on gasoline. A study
done by 35 state highway departments shows that the,
average speed on the interstate highway is 64 mph. It would
seem that anyone who slows to 50 better be ready to be run
over, or to get a ticket, or both.
The energy problem is a far reaching one. With the
exception of last Friday, local motorists have had little
trouble filling up. But no one should hide behind his gas
guzzling 4% hp Chevy and expect gas to be abundant much
longer.
By STEPHEN SMITH

Non-Decision

lically, if you survey only
Dear Editor:
before the event scheduled by
An issue has arisen on our ASUOP. When asked by Mr. percent or 20 percent of all
campus which distresses me, Ro"senberg, if Cecil Williams freshmen, you may happe:
personally, and which I feel were to be invited back pick up a biased sample, 1
must be called to the attention explicitly for a Chapel service, haps those most favoral
of the campus community at would use of the chapel be Readers need to know
basis for these assertation
large.
approved, Dr. McCrone
University should be a pi
We are indeed fortunate
replied, "We would have to
that
emphasizes
car
that the Forum on National
decide at that time."
thinking
on
the
basis
ol ;
Priorities has chosen to use a
At the risk of being
quate
evidence
prop*
part ofats budget to bring the
accused of sounding a false
Rev. Cecil Williams of Glide
interpreted; The Pacifi
alarm, I must communicate to
rellect
th
Memorial
Church, San the campus at large my teai should
emphases. To be cynical al
Francisco, to our campus.
that we are confronted with an
Several of us who have
it, for all we know, 90 per
atmosphere in which alter
of the Frosh hate I & I
had the good fortune to see and
native expression of genuine,
hear Cecil Williams here in the
personal religious feeling think it irrelevant, but
past rejoiced in our good
contacted a few who
cannot find an adequate form
fortune.
However, we
of expression. It cannot be otherwise.
wondered where he has
expressed
in community
Edward Fohln
• previously appeared on occa
without
administrative
sions when he has added a new
approval. For those of us who
dimension to the chapel pro
cannot find a vehicle for the
gram and to religious life on
religious experience within
the campus
the customary, conventional
Upon inquiring why this
forms, there is no hope on this
even was scheduled for the
campus. Who will help me
Raymond Great Hall rather
find a way to found such a
than the Chapel, I was told
"We wanted to use the Chapel, community in an inhos
but Dr. McCrone said that we pitable "desert" of con
could not." Further inquiry ventional piety? Must those
who cannot find satisfaction in Callison Program;
yields the apparent policy that
the chapel is to be used exclu "accepted" forms of worship
sively
for
"religious remain among the un Dear Editor;
activities". Instantaneously churched?
In response to your a
scenting
an
issue
of
on
Callison
College in
Gwenneth L. Browne
"establishment of religion"
week's Pacifican, I th
Professor of Philosophy
by administrative fiat, I chose
important to point out th.
to pursue the question of this
college began with an
administrative decision and to Imagination
seas campus in India an
seek the reversal of that
we do have reasonable h
decision.
re-establishing a proj
Dear Editor;
The details of how and
Your interesting article, probably limited to 1<
why Lee Rosenberg, Director page one of the September 21 dents, in that country,
of Forum on National issue, "I & I TERMED week the Faculty-St
Priorities, Was told that the RELEVANT..." puzzled me Council of Callison C
Chapel could not be used for because there was no indica voted unanimously to
Rev. Williams and how this tion given as to the basis lor negotiations with St. Za
decision came to be attri the statements made. I very College in Ahmedabad,
buted to the Academic Vice- much hope the picture pre and with much hard woi
President are too compli sented was true; I have no rea a little luck students
cated to relate. However, I son to doubt it. But I won again have a chance to
am convinced now that it was, dered if you had some survey the rich culture of this a
in fact, an administrative ndnor research basis for the state and diverse people.
decision in classic Pacific ments, and if so, why they
Meanwhile, we co
style, a responsibility for
to
mantain
our oversea
were not shared with readers.
which cannot be assigned to
Statements like "...the gram in Kyoto, Japan,
anyone. Nevertheless, as a majority ' of freshmen are programs, by the wa;
result of my "crusade" of the
excited about the I & I pro open to all students .
11th hour, both Dr. Mc Crone
gram" and the indication that University of the Paci
and President McCaffrey
I & I was NOT "controver you are interested, wain
were confronted with this nonsial" among the new Frosh information, or want to
decision as an issue of free
certainly demand some evi for a slot in next year
dom of access to the Chapel
dence. Did your staff survey gram, contact Ruth I
and thus of freedom of
the whole freshman class? If stein, in the Provost's 1
religion. Both men refused to
so, why not indicate this? If WPC lllorcallextensio
reverse the decision on this
not, how many were sur
basis, no matter what reasons
veyed? Systematically? A
may have been the basis of the
Gilbert Scl
random sample? Why not tell
original decision.
Callison C<
the readers this? SpeciIn a meeting with Lee
Rosenberg and me on Monday
afternoon, Dr. McCrone
refused to consider the possi
bility of the use of the Chapel
. for a religious gathering
Dayna Petersen
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Physical Discomfort Provides
Key To Another World

•mw I
,
you're castigating ySurThis torture called
selfwas
rumored
backpacking
was ™mo.eu
u
exciting. nequaled, fune Ha
From the start, th
concept seems like wor , n ,
discomfort andI dru g y.
You, the amateur, le
y
the thirty pound pack, see
infinitely steep trails, possess
visions of bears and must
survive with none of the conveniences of Suburbia.
First one, then the
•
Step, plod, drag
a is u
trudging beat of the backpacker a s he hikes deeper into
the world of natiye^yT~~
What enc^ntmtnt does

'

By LORI WUKICH
the wilderness offer? What
possible benefits linger along

learn about yourself.
A smugness results
the trai] and what treasures
because you accept and
sparkle at the tQp of the
succeed in the challenge
illusive mountain?
The
nature presents. A peaceanswer is an endless amount
fulness settles in your heart as
only
through the reality and truth found in
discovered
doing.
the wilderness bring the
ARXISXRY 0F NATURE
pressures of civilization into
perspective.
An appreciation and res.
Back packing, the ,art of
jQr |de
inevjtabie as
working with and growing
you revel in the beauty
a
fron nature, is an experience
bursting
with that
meadow.,
continually
reaps
brilliant wild flowers or in the
benefits. While battling the
j^wers of your own body to elements, you learn deter
cijmb the peak. Not only do
mination, patience and inyou discover the ..artistry of
veiUi'on. In viewing a fawn or ,
nature's creations, but" you .. bird Hud doe#»'t know
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Controversial Questions
Explored By Unique Class

By JOHN LYNCH
answers, but questions and
Test-tube babies, asexual concept of the course, models."
"B is an
According to Blaney, such
reduplication and organ trans "Humanness".
important
subject
because it
plants. Such extraordinary
medical insights are: manipu
items may sound like they asks certain questions about
lation of the body, shock
therapy, disease cures, and
belong in a popular "mad life, what it is and where it
Issues
the placement of mechanical
scientist" comic book, but really begins."
these and other related issues concerning death, such as, is objects in the brain for relief of
are actually among those one considered dead when his
certain 'health problems, all
discussed in the new Bio- heart stops beating or when
bringing about many ethical
Medical
Ethics
class, his brain no longer functions,
and moral questions.
instructed by Dr. Robert are also discussed.
Assigned readings in "Visitation," is one of Black artist's interpretation on display
Developments in bioloev
Blaney, Associate professor of
various texts published in the
Religious Studies at the _
last few years and a research at Burn's Towfer.
University of the Paeilie.
«
project make up the class
Blaney explained that the 2
format. "Both the students
idea for the new course u
and myself are very excited
stemmed from last semester s «
about the subject and I hope to
meeting of the Pacific Center 3
include the course on the
for the Study of Social Issues, a.
regular ollering list in the
a program in social ethics at
future."
U.O. P., of which he is director.
Blaney graduated from
"The seminar was entitled
the University of California,
Blacks
have
had
thi
'Bio-Medical Ethics and the
The
biggest
problem
Los Angeles in 1953 and
opportunity for continue!
Future of Man' and because it
received further education at facing the Black artist today is exposure and education i
proved so interesting to me, I
iv \l\
Boston University and in the opportunity to have his relation to art produced b
decided to offer it as a special
work accepted by the general
Switzerland and Germany.
Blacks, these artists wi
topics course this Fall," he
Robert Blaney
He came to UOP in 1966, and public on an equal basis with continue to have limite
said.
last semester was selected by his contemporaries, ac audiences," he declared.
CBS television has since
and medicine and theirel'fecls the university to be one ol six cording to University of the
Black art - which Walk!
interviewed him concerning
on the future of man are also professors in the United States Pacific Art Professor, Larry describes as "an excellei
the course as, according to
„
included in the course outline. to study Christianity and Walker.
Blaney, few schools in the
'.'As recently as the 1950 s term to document for Blad
The
ethical
conflicts Communism in Europe this
country offer such a subject.
Blacks were not included in that Black artists are aroui
surrounding unique inno past summer.
major art exhibits, and they and doing things" - can I
vations, such as organ trans
bio medieal ethics..
were forced to show their viewed in two or three waj
plants, brain manipulation,
workd in seperate exhibi he said. One is for the "par
Over 50 students are artificial insemination and
tions," Walker said. "This ular characteristic of t
enrolled in the class, con test tube babies are pondered
work, a second is to clarify
meant that only a few Blacks
sisting of mostly Chemistry, by the students. "It is the
aesthetic basis that makes t
had the opportunity to have
Pharmacy and
Biology whole idea of whether or not
their work viewed by wider work distinctively Black a
majors and a number of those scientists and the like should
audiences, and this problem, third is to distinguish it
from the field of Humanities.
be limited and restricted in
NOW
chapters
are
although improved, is still different from other woi
'The main objective of the their research and experi
during the same time span
course is to have these mentation, " Blaney com working with urgency to block with us today."
He also listed four gene
passage
of
three
constitu
A key factor in this
students from the various mented.
categories
of contempori
tional
ammendments
which
fields of study offer their ideas
situation, according to the
Black
art
as
1) protest or re
would revoke the Supreme UOP artist, who is Black, is
or ethical issues dealing with
Moral Questions
lutionary
art,
2) the area
Court
decision
legalizing
abor
the current biological and
education and exposure of
social
commentary
when
"1
feel
that
students
will
tion.
medical revolution."
Black art in minority com
In state legislation, NOW munities. He said too many artist attempts to docum
Abortion is one of the soon have to face these same
topics studied, and deals with problems. In this course we campaigns are underway Blacks in this country are not the pride and dignity of
what Blaney feels is the key are not trying to provide backing bills on sex educa acquainted with the artistic own culture through thei
tion, equalizing funding of accomplishments of Black like love and beauty, 3)
athletic programs, and artists, and this involves mainstream or avant-ga
making condoms available economic reasons. "Many art in our society and 4) 1
through dispensing machines. Blacks simply can't afford to Africanism, or works 1
relate to the African herit
Job
discrimination? purchase much in the way of
NOW will tell you how to file a art work," Walker explained, of Blacks.
Walker, an accomplis
complaint without having "and when they do they are
your name involved.
more acquainted with the artist in the areas of pain
Locally, NOW offers con 'popular' arts which are less and drawing, said the profc
sciousness-raising
rap expensive than original for acceptance of work:
groups, and a seminar on works." Walker said an Blacks is due to sev
women and money, on organization in Chicago is factors. One is the fact
October 6, at the First Congre trying to improve this standards commonly use
gational Church.
situation by making copies of evaluate artists in this cou
Florence Kennedy has major works by Blacks strictly reflect the Euro;
been invited by NOW to come available to the minority com heritage of America and
and speak on campus in munity at more realistic little concern for Af
conjunction with the Univer prices.
"Today's art critics are
sity of Pacific's Women's
always in tune with
"Until large numbers of
Union on November 7.
aesthetic nature of the I
artist," Walker said,
'TIMES CHANGE BUT YOUR NEEDS DON'T experiences of Black a:
are considerably diff'
Only Four Blocks South of Campus
because of their cultura
Consider the "College-Centered" Church
perceptual heritage and
deep
concerns
Covenant Church
impoverished people.'
The UOP art prof
1720 Oxford Way
also discussed the attiti
Worship Services at 8:30 and 11am
many museum directo
being another problem.'
College Class at 9:45
of these people are geai
what we should probabl
7Rm Body Life Service
'mainstream art,' that i
8pm College Fellowship Groups
popular concerns of the
If Black artists fit int
For More Information Call:
'mainstream,' theirwor
2051 PACIFIC
be accepted; if they d
Rev. VeraM R. Kraft
462-2443
their work will probal
UOP Alunaus , ph. 4M-SM0
excluded."

Black Artists
Strive For Recognition

NOW Active In
Many Facets
Of Community

BOREUI JEWELERS
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We're talking about our Student
Representatives. Probably the easiest
bankers to talk to you'll ever meet.
That's because they know about your
student financial needs. And how
to fill them.
For starters, our Student
Representatives can tell you all about
Bank of America's College Plan. And
how you can use it to outfit yourself
with a good, cheap checking account,
a BankAmericardf protection against
bounced checks, a savings account, and
a student loan if you need it.
Then, after graduation, they can
help you with our Gradplan. Complete
with useful banking and credit services
and an illustrated guide to help make
your job search easier.
Why not stop by and chat awhile.
Your Student Representative is a banker
you can talk to.
BAN KOF AM ERICA

1X1

Your Student Representative Is:

Paula Britton
Pacific-Harding Office
1661 Pacific Ave.

. i n n i
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were students
once.
M

Some
still are.

BANK OF AHEBICA NT4SA • MEMBER FDIC
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Stadium Club Opens
To Student Groups
By Bruce Wilcox

This year U.O.P. has
opened a new facility whose
primary purpose is to provide
a meeting place for oncampus clubs and organ
izations.
The Pacific Club is a new
annex to U.O.P., locatedatthe
east end of the stadium. It
offers rooms for meetings,
luncheons or dinners for
campus and community
groups.
The new building is equipped with large a meeting
area and kitchen facilities for
dining, which is to be pro
vided by the campus catering
service in most instances.

Campus groups will be
given
priority
over
community groups for times
to hold meetings except in
special occasions when a lew
higher organizations schedule
the facility.
For campus groups, no
rent will be charged, although
there will be a charge lor
clean-up and catering.
The club. with its
excellent scenic position, is
ideal for any kind of gathering
except lor dances, which
would cause untold damages
to the facility's thick carpet,..B.

Probation Department Needs Volunteers

Want to be a V.l.P.? Now
you don't need anything more

By Sherry Bowen
than your concern lor other
people and your willingness to

mgm

gugHMH|
s

help, with this year's opening
of the Volunteers in Probation
program.

V.I.P.'s are students and
community members who
assist the county probation
department with it's many
educational and rehabilitational programs. No special
talents are required, just a
basic interest in people.
"We don't expect people
to come down here solely out
of the goodness of their
hearts," says Mrs. Mary
Bava, Volunteer Services
Coordinator for San Joaquin
County. About 50% of the work
force is composed ol students,
and Mrs. Bava stresses that it
Pacific Club decor is reminiscent of a high class card club in
can be a rewarding exSouth Lake Tahoe.
perience for everyone involved.
imminent possibility. Out-ofSOMETHING TO OFFER
Two of the most vital control behavior is a catch-all
For students with |
benefits for student volun- phrase which includes run
special interest, whether itis
are
opportunities
for
teers
aways,
truants, curfew sport, handicraft, or taler
experience that can be helpful
violators, and incorrigibles.
there are several poss
in later job-hunting, and to get
Big Brother and Big Sister bilities. The two day-scho
to know yourself
better
programs are the most centers and the juvenile hi
through your relationships
commonly recommended for all need people to plan ai
with others.
students, and are some of the direct recreational progran
OUT OF - CONTROL
most helpful.
A careful for the young people. Volu
process,
which teers who can coach sports
The programs available selection
to
student
volunteers involves a lengthy applica teach students various crafi
generally concern teenagers tion form and interviewing, or tutor them in a musk
who are on probation or who results in the volunteer being instrument or creative writi
are referred to the probation placed with a young person or other art forms can arran
office as pre-delinquents. with similar interests. The job afternoon
seminars
w:
Referrals are made in circum of the volunteer is to become groups of kids.
stances where out-of-control someone the person can trust
Other opportunities j
behavior is either a fact or an and talk to.
volunteers include assistar
with custody investigate
marriage consent invei
gations (a court order
required
for
minors
California
who
wish
INDOOR
AND
SHADE PLANTS
marry),
and
individt
tutoring.
Volunteers are expec
to spend 3 to 6 hours per w<
in this work, especially
cases where the volunteei
receiving class units for
Mrs. Bava also asks for a t
semester commitment,
L A R G E ASSORTMENT
perience has shown tha
12-week period isn't enoug
facilitate a working relat
WE OFFER A LARGE
ship between the teenager <
ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY
the volunteer.
PLANTS
AT
VERY
"Everyone has sometl
REASONABLE PRICES.
to offer," Mrs. Bava stat
For an application and furl
information, Mrs. Bava ca
reached at the Cot
Probation Office on the I
STORE HOURS: MON. - SAT. 10 - 6
floor of the courthouse, o
phoning 944-2313.

PLANT WORLD

A-l Kotzin Introduces

TOBIAS TROUSERS
The Silhouette is \fcsterday,
The Fit isToday.

OPENING SALE
SPECIALS!

4" POTTED PLANTS

99

708 SWAIN RD. 5^™.

2112 Pacific, on The Avenue
18 S. Calif., Downtown Underground
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Winter Term Exchange Program
Offers 'Change Campus' Option

Will Tennis Affect
Women's Lib?
How do you think Billie Jean
King's win over Bobby Riggs'
*iU
affect
Women's
liberation?

j e s se
Escobar,
U.O.P.
gardner:
"Psycholgically,
womens liberation is very
strong. In the near future
women will become leaders of
U.O.P. and the world. It is in
the making at higher levels,
from the planets, that this has
to happen. A spiritual-type
understanding is developing.
A spiritual flow from Atlantis
that professor's can't explain
unless they were trained to
look into the mirror of the
soul.''

Cindy
Bava,
C.O.P.,
sophomore: "In a way it will
support the argument for
equal reward in competitive
events.
I don't think it
answers the question of
whether women are superior
athletes or anything. They'll
use it against men and use it to
their own advantage. 'W oman
Beats Man."

Don Padilla, C.O.P., Junior:
"It will make the women
happy but the guys will say, so
what, he's a 55 year old man.
Women can do some things
better than men, like having
babies.

Judy Smith, Callison, Senior:
"The match won't affect
Women't liberation. He was
such an old man that it was
obvious that she would beat
him. It was not a lair male vs
female competition: it was
Billie Jean against an
obnoxious old man. The point
was that he made money and
that 30 million people watched
'the match, many of whom
didn't even know how to keep
score."

Ji

1

W»i

mm*
Bob Liest.C.O.P., Freshman:
"Now we'll find all the
"libbers" trying to beat the
pants off old men. The match
was kind of ridiculous, a youth
against a 55 year old hustler.
The game did not do much lor
his pride."

DEAL!

FEATURING

C.S.LEWIS
Over 30 Titles Available

FAMILY BOOK
STORE
Weberstown Mall
open week nights until 9

It certainly is puzzling,
and for some, invigorating, to
find out that all nine
individuals who have shown
interest in an inter-university
exchange program involving
UOP and other American
universities during this year's
rapidly approaching Winter
Term are females.
Yet ever more curious is
the fact that an impressive
eight of them wish to take their
educational "change of pace"
at Pacific, while only one UOP
coed has expressed interest in
Winter Term study at one of
the more than 400 American
colleges and universities that
have January Winter Term
programs.

By EDWARD DANSE
lege, in Massachusetts.
There are no dampers.
Students may attend any one
of the 400 U.S. colleges or
universities with a
winter
term program, and receive
credit for his or her studies
when returning to UOP.

Change of Pace

*»•

Bob Kilroy, Delta College,
sophomore: Not at all. It
didn't impress me. It did not
prove anything. I didn't really
care; they wanted to have the
match and they did.
BIG
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A student searching for a
"change of pace" and an
"opportunity to enhance his
learning" may find refuge in
any other university in
America that maintains a
four-one-four academic year.
(Winter interim study usually
dating from January 3rd to the
31st of the same month).
month).
In
California,
for
example, students can choose
among schools such as
California State University,
Stanislaus,
Mills College,
University of Redlands,
Chapman College (Orange,
California - it's the same
university that maintains the
Campus
Afloat
World
program), University of San
Diego, St. Mary's College of
California, Menlo College
(two year and business
college), and California
Lutheran College.
In Tacoma, Washington,
students have the opportunity
to attend the winter sessions at
either the University of Puget
Sound, or Pacific Lutheran
University.
Other possible universi
ties throughout the U.S. are:
Drew University (Madison,
New Jersey), Loyola Univer
sity (Chicago), Vanderbilt
University (Nashville, Ten
nessee) , and Hampshire Col-

Unique Experience

importance that students pick
up the Winter Term bulletin
available in your respective
dean's offices.
Those students interested
in the one-for-one exchange
are strongly encouraged to
write any of the following
individuals who have shown
an interest in UOP:
1.
MS. Verne Shortell
(Colgate Univ.), 151 N. 7th St.,
New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040
2. Carolyn Russ (Edkerd
College), 4634 Mitchell Rd.,
Kingsport, Tenn. 37664
3.
Lucie Curtiss (Ohio
Wesleyan), Under Mt. Rd.,
Sheffield, Mass. 01257
4.
Donna Tremble
(Gettysburg College), Box 769
Gettysburg Col., Gettysburg,
Pa. 17325
5. Jane Taft (Denison
Univ.), Box 486 Denison Univ.,
Granville, Ohio 43023
6. Sue Fischer (Hamline
Univ.), P.O. Box519. Hamline
Univ. St. Paul, Minn.

Possibly the economic
preparations would be made
more easily, and a more
personal
and
unique
experience would take place
under a one-for-one direct
exchange, whereby a student
from another university and a
UOP student would simply
change place of study lor a
month. In this case, it is very
probable that each student
could occupy the other's room
on campus, if dormitories hud
been the previous semester s
living arrangement. Visiting
students at UOP, under obli
gation to use University
housing and dining facilities,
can expect to pay close to $567
7. Rose Ann Kulich, Boc
for tuition, and full room and 92, Rainbow Rd.. Harrington.
board. (There are more
Illinois
inexpensive options on the
8. Sherry Funke (Wake
latter).
Visiting students
Forest Univ.), Box 6585
"may arrange with a UOP
Reynolds Sta., Winstonstudent for a 1:1 exchange ol
Salem, N.C. 27109
costs already paid on the home
Frankly this opportunity
campus"
(consult Winter
of Winter Term inter-univerTerm bulletin).
sity study is encouraging.
For those attending a
UOP can afford to be experi
university without the one-tormental for reasons of size,
one exchange, costs would be
faculty and diversity of
determined by the visited
studies. We. the students; can
university's fees. Ol course,
NOT afford to NOT be experi
transportation means and
mental and innovative or we
costs to the other campus are
would become run down in the
the responsibility of the
gooey muck of higher, miry
individual student.
education.
Interested students in the
winter term inter-university
study are recommended to
DRESS UP
either, 1) write directly to the
YOUR
DIAMOND
university you wish to attend,
2) see a very helpful Miss
Diane Ditz, a Pacific graduate
(class of 69) and now Dean of
Admissions, about addresses,
ideas, and general infor
mation on the universities
with the lour-one-four pro
grams, or 3) see Dr. Wagner
or any other Admissions staff
in Knoles Hall. It is of utmost

Had A Good Rug Lately?
We have the cheapest prices in town.
Any size, type, or color available.
Come find out for yourself!

REMNANTS ONLYCarpet,Tile,Linoleum

The Carpet Corner
MOVED
902

TO

A

NEW LOCATION

Waterloo
464-5707

MP-154
PENDANT SETTING
M-48
RING SETTING

Your diamond will look
brand new in one of our
beautiful modern settings.
-Rings, pins, pendants .. . .
each to enhance the true
brilliance of your diamond.

INAMASU JEWELERS
37 N. SUTTER
463-4420

Road
Uluatrationa enlarged to ataow detail.
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Harnessing The Wind For Power
AMHERST, Mass. - When
artist Neil Welliver moved in
to a home near rural Lincolnville, Maine, he was told it
would cost $10,000 to string
electric power lines to the site.
Welliver devised an al
ternative. He purchased a
generator for $8000 and a
windmill for $2,000 and has
lived happily ever after - with
nature providing all the
lighting his family needs.
One non-conformist does
not a trend make, of course.
But as America's fossil fuel
crisis grows worse, and as the
search for alternative energy
sources intensifies, Welliver's eccentricity may be
come a fad or even a move
ment.
Wind power, after all, is
not just something of quaint
Dutch antiquity - it has,
according to some authori
ties, much in the way of
modern potentiality.
William
Heronemus,
professor of civil engineering
at the Amherst campus of the
University of Massachusetts,
is the most enthusiasticauthority on windpower to
day. Although he-admits even
his wife questions his theories
at times, he is absolutely
serious in advocating "the
mighty wind" as one way man
can generate reliable, pol
lution-free, almost limitless
energy.
*
And indeed, his thesis
looks good, if confusing, on
paper. He estimates "thetotal
rate of conversion between
available potential energy and
kinetic energy in the atmos
phere" is 10th to the 14th kilo
watt power. Which is a round
about way of saying that
there's a hell of a lot of wind
going to waste.

Heronemus says the
harnessing of this energy
could be of enormous benefit
for entire regions of the
country. He believes the wind
off the shores of New England,
as an illustration, is enough to

generators could be floated on
platforms, hung from su
spension bridges, lines along
roads like telephone poles and
planted in corn fields and
backyards from Ypsilanti to
Yahoo.

Before the Times

generate all necessary power
for the area through the year
2001.
Ypsilanti to Yahoo
His proposal, reduced to
layman terms, is this: Erect
windmills wherever energy if
needed and windpower is
sufficient. He says Middle
America is blustery, so is the
length of the land across the
northern border and also the
offshore waters. He says the

Ingenious? Some say so
much that it won't work. The
Atlantic
Richfield
Oil
Company, commenting on the
idea in a TV plug for fossil fuel,
wonders bemusedly: "What
happens when the wind dies
down?"
Others say the windmill
system would be prohibitive
ly cumbersome to erect for
any large scale use.
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But interesting though
these ideas are, they have a
common defect: They are
years
away
technically.
Wind power, on the other
hand, is not only possible now,
it has been for centuries.
Windmills were function
ing in Europe in the 12th cen
tury. The gawky tripods were
a major source of energy in
the rural America of the 19th
century. Many farmers and
stuckaways of the world still
rely on this method of sucking
waters from the earth.
So Prof. Heronemus is
pushing on. Using his own
funds, encouraged by no one
except a few like thinking
scientists, he is trying to con
vince the nation it should
reach into the past for its fu
ture.
Thusfar he's not convin
cing many, except windmill
owner Neil Welliver in Maine,
who may either be oldfashioned or perhaps just a bit
before his time.

As a
result of
the
calamitous August 1973 floods
one third of the country of Pak
istan is underwater and over
15 million people, onefourthof
the countries population, have
been rendered homeless.
The Prime Minister of
Pakistan, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto,
has started a flood reliet fund
to which the U.S., Great
Britian, Red China and other
countries have contributed.
Contributions should be
sent to The Embassy of
Pakistan,
2315
Massachussetts
Avenue,
N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20008.

Greeks Give
Open House
For all of you who have
always wondered what the
inside of a fraternity house
looks like, there will be
jopen
houses for all
university
students
on
Tuesday and Wednesday,
7:00 - 8:30. This will be an
opportunity to see if Greeks
are
the
beer-drinking,
barbaric
anti-academics
they are cracked up to be.
Puzzle on Page 16

-NEWSPECIAL STUDENT
AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM
On January 1, 1973, a decision was made to offer member:
of California Colleges and Universities' a Special Studen
Automobile Insurance Policy. We've worked with the Aute
Insurance Industry for over 5 years to prove that the college
student is NOT a bad risk. Only Associated Student member:
are offered substantial savings through this program.
We discount premiums if you have been claim free for the
past 12 months *. Additional discounts for good students
10% annual discount for no losses • Discounts for more
than 1 car • New low rates for married males and single
females • Broad coverage type policy • Local and nation
wide claim service • Choice of easy payments • Policy ma)
be continued after graduation.
Don t wait—Come in or call now for a personal quotatior
on your auto insurance.

9 0 / a\QUss
(jlrfj

h

* /

*

Heronemus
himseli
winces a bit when he says at
least 45,000 windmills would
be needed to power New
England alone, a prospect
that conjures up physical
hazards as well as visual
blight.
Yet Heronemus insists the
proposal is viable. Not by it
self, perhaps, but in combina
tion with other energy-pro
ducing ideas that are being
considered.
He
says,
"combination is the answer ;
the nation can no longer afford
to rely solely on one energy
source
solution
(nuclear
power plants). We have to ex
plore every possible energy
idea."

Pakistan
Looks To U.S.
For Relief

'

15 4

a f?£cr

IV. Sa&rarYiinto Si.

LUi , CA.

For More Information -Check in the ASUOP Office.

DUTCHER INSURAHCE
1035 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE - SUITE 2C
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95207

478-2450
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with, pleated skirt in navy, rust, gold and white plaid, by garland, price $17.98
full-sleeved cardigan with v-neck button-down front, by garland, price
$17.98 . . . wide-ribbed v-neck vest, by garland, price $13.98 colors

kelly

green; rust; cream . . . long-sleeved blue, rust & gold plaid blouse by
stuffed shirt, price $8.98 . . . jumbo crochet brimmed hat by betmar
colors-brown; pink; beige, price $7 . . . the jean look in a highrise cuffed pant by hillbilly. $9.98 . . . multi-colored flowers on
black cotton with braided trim and a tie waist, j&j company
assorted colors. $14.98 . . . re-cycled jean hat with front
brim by camp street enterprizes. $10.98 . . . cuffed highrise glenplaid pants by alfred paquette colors-blue
& white; green & white; maroon & white; beige &
white, price $12.98 . . . grey shawl-collared car
digan with short rolled-cuff sleeve by garland
price $15.98 . . • long-sleeved cotton blouse
with button down front, by son francisco shirt works, colors
blue; grey price $11-98 . - - accessories-silk scarf-pink &
white polka dot. by echo price $7. patent leather pink belt, price $3.50. hatsynthetic lambs-wool by batmar price $9 . . . two-piece jersey pantsuits in flow
ered print, white collar and cuffs, colors-black; maroon; green, price $24.98.^

JUNIOR JUNCTION IS THE EXPERIENCE
<;*• in motion by a vibrant atmosphere of fabulous
fashions in the Lower level,^Weberstown, Stockton.

. T U P AVFIMI IE • WEBERSTOWN MALL
DOWNTOWN • ON THE AVENUt • vvtescno

FOOTBALL WIDOW'S FASHION SHOW
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT 7'TIL 8 P.M.
WEBERSTOWN STORE ONLY.

OTP*
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Bite The Dust; Fall To
By
By GENE
liE-INC- SAMUELSON

The UOP football squad
suffered its first defeat of the
season at the hands of the
Wyoming Cowboys. The 11
gers were put in thei los
column with a score of 49-14.
Water Polo
The Tigers will have two
UOP vs. UC Davis, at Davis, Monday, October 1, 3.
p.
weeks before their confer
ence opener against San Jose
UOP vs. Modesto JC, at Modesto, Wed., Oct. 3, 3:30 p.m.
State in San Jose.
Next home game: Wed., October 10, vs. Cal Poly Pomon
UOP got off to their usual
first half slow start. But in thisgame, their slow start re
mained
throughout
the
IHDPvs Diablo Valley College, Pacific Memorial Stadium
contest.
_
Sat., Sept. 29, 8 p.m. Adults $1; children 50 cents, students
Pacific gained 267 total
free.
offensive yards, , compared
with Wyoming's 562 total
UOP vs. UC Davis, Pacific Memorial Stadium, Tues., Oct, 2.
/yards.
Of the Tigers'- .467
JV game at 6 p.m.; varsity at 8 p.m. Students lree.
y.ards, only 143 of these were
due to rushing. . "
UOP vs. San Jose State. Pacific Memorial Stadiurn
This is contradictory to
Oct. 4, 8 p.m. Students free. First game in West Ctjust ln|#rcollegiute Soccer Conference.
r
ip&mr

Optimistic
CM Action

Hi

f n,r

iarri Harrel scrambled in from
d line for the six-

yards per game rushing^. The

pointer. The two-point con
version attempt was halted
by the Wyoming defense.

UOP 's previous average of 24

Tigers averaged 425 yards
total offense in their first two
games, achieving only 267
against Wyoming.
The usually tough Pacific
defense also had its problems
against the Cowboys. The pre
viously unscored-upon de
fense allowed the Cowboys to
penetrate their goal line on
seven separate occasions.
Be»wn Sparks
Junior

Wyoming's

/quarterback,

Carlos BhQ*C led the Tigers
on their two scoring .drives
0
„, ha
pass!
ball

s«copd,

•

After defensive halfback,
Vernie Kelley, recovered a
Cowboy fumble on the
Wyoming 23 yard line, Brown
tossed an eight-yard pass to
Steve Eyerbide for the
Tigers' final touchdown. The
Tigers converted the 2-point
conversion making the score
35-14 in favor of Wyoming.

. a score o[M5 yarris. Cpckr^
ham also ran-for a touchdown
;;
i'rUrr, 'Tr*m 14 yards out, .
/he
.. UOP i^ruwiiabyt'noa
- whiter #0 -1^ lW

....a'

them. Pacific h a s chalked up a In fact. Sutton says t he Beyer
combined score of 37-12. (.on- match-up was to
tributing to that last week, the h a r d e s t game lor the Tigers
.... ir.aaev
xa
J. r.'... veta •- .'•^'*£,1 - • .- •
— .3

.. i

•Ill—•!

I

Tf. when i
Sacra-

\^m
111

^

££L <v

; • r-v

• •I"

.

•

, Carlos Brown, prep:
defender.

>"

wf:

- , ',:-.,r=

frte
CONSUL! AT ION
WITH NO
OBLIGATION!

*•

K

<v$'x

8 W. Swain Road, Stockton

twdj

scores came on passes from;
quarterback, Steve Cocre^
hum, to receiver, .Archie
The longest was a 55

f^Ppj$
is stil l ioS

itnfe. SaiinBegff
Santa BartmVa,
who will be playing the Tigers
here October 25 g?
;
Scoring leaders thus far
ax c been Randy Snicfer.

first

r.rsH
itember 28, 1»73
Sep'

lnsight=
Coach

Tigers Fall To Chico As Foul
Weather PlaguesSoccer Game

Cope
By
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By PATTI DUDGEONS
The rain and cold weather
didn't keep 200 soccer fans
away from the big rival game
between Chico State Uni
versity and the University of
the Pacific September 22. Un
fortunately, UOP lost 6 - 2,
making their record three
losses and one tie game.

GENE HICKMAN

If vou have ever noticed a
•hp/small ma" in stature
accompanying Head Football
Sch Chester Caddas around
the University of the Pacific

campus, ^nietafoii^in-.
troduce

you

to

Assistant

Coach Robert Cope.

Cope joined the ranks of
the Tiger's FootbaHStaffin
the beginning of the 1972
season and has been an
effective addition to the
coaching staff. Cope played
his college football at CarsonNewman in Tennesse where
he was a two-way performer
at offensive center and de
fensive linebacker.
Upon
graduating, he continued his
football career by coaching
high school football in Marshtown,
Tennessee
and
Alexandria, Virginia.
In 1963 Cope began his 8vear coaching stint at Vanderbilt College in Nashville,
Tennessee, part of the South
eastern Conference.
When asked about the
relevancy of the football pro
gram to the University, Cope

responded, "There is no con
flict between academics and
sports; they go hand in hand.
There is a stress of excellence
in every field. Ball has a very
positive effect on the com
munity and alumni. People
identify with a successful pro
gram and a winner."
Regarding the present
season, Cope says, "We are
very encouraged and very op
timistic. We have a veteran
football returning. The team
has won 10 out of the last 11
games and we are very en
couraged with the future."
In closing, Cope ex
pressed extreme pride in
representing a first-class foot
ball team, and a desire to see
more student support, which
is very vital to the football pro-

gram.
Coach Cope may appear
on the small side, but a talk
with one of his players will un
doubtedly change our view of
him. His abilities are obvious
and his personality is out
standing. Coach Cope is the
"Little Big Man of the Tiger
Football Staff.

UOP kept a tight hold on
Chico State during the first
half of the game with John
Mangini and Steve Tiernay
intercepting and recovering
the ball for UOP. Goalie, Doug
Kirk, also made several fan
tastic recoveries which kept
Chico from adding to the
scoreboard.

During the second halt ot
the game, the Tigers held a
close defense with Chico but
due to bad passing UOP had
difficulty in keeping the score
even. Chico made their big
attack during the last 15
minutes of the game, making
thee consecutive goals. UOP's
goals were made by senior,
Juan Luna.
Coach Santomier com
mented that it was a good
game, but the Tigers went
downhill during the second
half of the game. Santomier
hopes things will be looking up
for tomorrow night's game
with Diablo Valley College at 8
p.m.

Pigskin Prophet
By REPLAY
tough game with the Ninerson
top.
Packers 20 - Vikings 17 - A
BIG GAMES
classic match-up of two of the.
U.S.C. 35 - Oklahoma 14 - The pros' best teams. The Pack s
Trojans should roll on to their running attack, with Lane and
Nov. 24 date with the Bruins 10 Brockington, will *give the Freshman, A1 Juarez dribbles past defender in recent varsity contest.
-0.
Purple a long afternoon, but
Auburn 28 - Tennessee 27 - The Marcol's toe might just be the ********** *******) =|lilliII,,,ini VALUABLE COUPON'
Interested in sororiVols want to avenge last decider.
ties? Come to the Panyear's loss, but Auburn's
WITH THIS COUPON
hellenic Open House
offense should be able to keep OTHER GAMES
Michigan over Navy by
Monday at 8 p.m. in Grace
them on top.
Covell Dining Hall.
27
FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK
San Jose State 20 - Stanford 17 Notre Dame over Purdue
This week's upset pick. The
by 15
'
Cards just don't have it this
ALLF0R
California over Army by 9
year and the Spartans just
UCLA over Michigan
might pull this one out.
State by 12
Raiders 31 - Chiefs 20 - The
San Diego St. over Kent
115 VALUE
VOID AFTER OCT. 10 '73
Chiefs are in big trouble with St. by 12
Colts over Saints by 7
their offense and the Raiders
SPORT CYCLERY r.u
have seemed to put all
Bills over Jets by 1
• hen the light turns red.
m wnn s a zippy
-\nd taking the hump mi
Hengineroupe like the Porsrhe
4419 Pocific Avenue
^.Tjhe'll 11
Dolphins over Patriots by
together against Miami. The
.( pothole* and manhole
•914 doing in a atop-and-go
with
its front-wheel Mr
Ctockton, California 95207
I place like the big rit> ?
iier. Not a gas-guzzler, i
pendent
torsion bar «uspen
| Doing what
Raiders should wrap up the 18
.11 k boil oxer
rally, naturally.
IraRn The ,
•
And not tuning
J Like using i_i fuel,
478-4307
Chargers over Bengals by
division by the tenth week of
linie, led 2.0 lit.er en- • ifV to h-dc zrrs hanl
leans
J for a |da.r I., parti
• I w hich m.
Racing and Touring Bicycles
^7
I
There
alwa\• nf the rarbureti
the season.
enough room for a *»l I.•
|
adjustment'
Sales - Service - Accessories
Or luring to 1-4 >«>
Giants
over
Browns
by
2
\„.l what ha>"
49ers 34 - Rams 17-1 could be
And getting plenty "I -I"
Steelers over Oilers by 19
Is i>wheel His«- hrak.
way off base here, but the
Bears over Broncos by 3
Prospectors have been em
Cowboys
over Cardinals
barrassed by the Rams for the
_ st fivp years. Look for a by 4
SEASON RECORD:
Pet. .857

30-5-3

LARGE HAMBURGER
BIG SYD'S

The!

9

WEST Li
LIQUOR

>•

CORNER OF WEST LANEl
AND HARDING WAY

The "Old Pro" says:

Tlie Tennis Shop hos
specials — every day, year 'round

Porsche

V

BEER • WINE
LIQUOR

nnnds. ynar 'round....

We have the "Whole Thing" in tennisJ

fet Tennis Shop »*«.*•*«.
Maatto

FUNCTION PLANNINt
phone; 465-7803
i: Sun. to Thurs. 7 to 12:J
Fri. and Sat. 7 to 2:00

TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
907
North El
Dorado,
S*orkton. California..CA-: 948-5190

P.
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calavaras calendar
TODAY
8p.m. Bette Midler at Berkeley Community Theatre
.
8 p.m. Molt the Hoople, Joe Walsh and Barnstorm at Winttrlund.
8:15 p.m. Christine Holvick, harpist. Conservatory.
8:30 p.m. The Fantasticks - a musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.

TOMORROW
8 p.m. Bette Midler at Berkeley Community Theatre.
8p.m. Molt the Hoople, Joe Walsh and Barnstorm at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. The Fantasticks - a musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.

MONDAY,OCTOBER 1
12:30 Welcome Lunch sponsored by College-Career dept. ot the hirst
Baptist Church for interested UOP students. Lunch is iree lo all
students. 29 E. Euclid. For more information, contact Kobert Pankratz,
466-4368.
2-5 p.m. Get Acquainted Bar-B-Q at the Newman House. 4101
Manchester Ave. Free hot dogs and coke.
8 p.m. Tower of Power. Stockton Civic Auditorium.
8 p.m. Bette Midler at Berkeley Community Theatre.

TUESDAY,OCTOBER 2
7 p.m. Lutheran student meeting - Morris Chapel. Refreshments will be
served.

c J „i„h. at 8 D.m. - Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Tower of Power to perform Sunday night at 8 P

WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 3
8:15 p.m. Don Dollarhide, pianist. Conservatory.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4
19 - 10:45 a.m. Raymond College Coffee Hour. Common Room.
10-10:45 a.in. Raymond College Coffee Hour. Common Room.
8 p.m. Stephen Stills and Manassas at Winterland.

UOP Professors

Perspectives Through Art
By LESLIE SPRADLING

Problems Plague Dance

Got a few minutes to
spare?
Why not take a walk
by Joseph Lilli9
through Burns Tower and
ASUOP hired "Butch
Misunderstandings, unre
glance at the art exhibit
lated accidents, and poor Wax and the Glass Packs" for there? I do not promise that
timing plagued the street two one-hour sets. Due to you will leave the tower
circumstances beyond their
dance of September 14.
"culturally enlightened", but
Problems involved the control, they began just beofre this first show of the 1973-1974
band, technicians, campus 10 p.m.
ASUOP was forced to Resident Art Series-Visual
security, maintenance, the
will show you two very
Stockton Police, and an un limit the dance to the pre different
perspectives
of
arranged 11 p.m. finish. Both
named university official
drawing, by UOP professors,
The first apparent pro the Stockton Police and Richard Reynolds and Larry
blem arose when a sufficient Campus Secutiry were likely
Walker.
number of platforms could not to cut the power.
The
exhibit,
which
"Many questions of our
be found for a stage. After
contains some 36 drawings by
rights
were
raised,
but
I
feel
maintenance insisted that
the artists, will continue
there were no more to be had, certain we took the only
through the end of the month.
ASUOP staff found some not in responsible alternative", was
The exhibit is from noon to five
evaluation
of
ASUOP
the
use.
Social Commissioner, Art daily, and almost anyone
should be able to take a peek at
Smoke.
One fortunate postscript it.
Not only does this show
to the event is the fact that
locus
on two perspectives of
"Butch Wax" is returning
$300.00 to ASUOP for their drawing, but it has special
significance because it is the
part of the delay.
first real showing of Professor
P.A. Systems
Reynolds' drawings.
As
Amplifiers
SUPERSCOPE
former chairman of the Art
Basses
Electric Guitars and
department,
Reynolds
is
You never heard it so good®
Drum Sets
*
known basically as a sculptor.
Pianos
Reynold's work shows his
Microphones
keen eye for sculpture and

WE NOW

RENT

7555 Pacific Ave.

WEEK, OR MONTH
A

0OOOO

?363 Poo6c Ave.

orner of Coitle

with BulIMn Condcnur Microphone

The popular TC-110A makes a lot of
It goes. News cor
friends everywhere
even
respondents, executives, and students
all agree that the TC-110A is hard to
beat for great all-around performance
»nd dependability.
$13995

4t>t)-4388

Op#n All Week Nites 'til 9

478-9913

In the Oakridge Center

Sony Model TC-110A AC/DC
Portable Cassette-Corder*

AAIRA€H=E

Coming up soon will be the
second show in the art series,
featuring
the work of
Professor Louise Lieber, a
new member of the art
department's staff.
This
show, running from October 7
through the 28, will contain

iHt tuaumam

BY THE DAY,

Come in now or call for
information

objects in general.
His
drawings are of
objects,
usually small everyday items
such as nuts, eggs, or perhaps
something as novel as jacks
and a ball. In these objects he
sees images and brings them
alive for the uneducated eye.
In opposition to the work
of Reynolds is that of Larry
Walker, who depicts things in
a more abstract manner.
Professor Walker deals with
social commentary and man
and his relationship to his
environment.
' I have a tendency to play
with dualities," says Walker.
It is not unusual to find
opposition in his works as the
ideas of both oppression and
f'reedon, or black and white
creep into his works. Walker is
also known as a painter.

61 30 Pacific Ave.
477-0082
arengo Center

MELLOW

LOUNGE FEATURING HAND

MADE DRINKS: AN ARCADE OF GAMES
A SOUND LOUNGE FEATURING MCINTIOSH

sculptures up to 10 feet in size?
as well as various drawing 0::
Professor
Lieber's.
Aj
presentation dealing with flii
show will be held at 7:00 01
October 10th in the Gol
Room

shorts

The Rho Chi Society oi
the School of Pharmacy is
starting a film series is
October. It will be of inter
est to students training for
any of the allied health
professions. While the films
will be organized around
the curriculum of the
School of Pharmacy, thej
will be presented to the
general public at an houi
which will hopefully b<
convenient to a number 0
students.
The films to be shown ii
this series will come from!
variety
of
sources
including the variou
pharmaceutical
houses
state and federal film libra
ries, and the various healt
organizations (e.g. Amer
can Cancer Society, Amer
can Heart
Foundatioi
etc.).
Further information
will be available date. I

Bourbon Stree
Liquors

& BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS, FREE

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
POOL & DART TOURNAMENTS. DRAFT BEER J
KEG BEER
TURTLERACES WEEKLY.

POPCORN, FANTASTIC STEAMED HOT DOGS,

TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
WITH THIS AD

ICE

13826 WEST LANE 464-31
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Civic Theatre s 'Fantasticks'

Isn't

"Try to remember the kind
of September..." with these
words the audience of the
musical, The Fantasticks,
settles back and prepares to
enioy the simplicity and
charm of the show. Unfortun
ately,
Stockton
Civic
Theatre's production does not
quite live up to expectations.
Director Steve Silver had
many new ideas for the show,
but some work and some
don't. The actors use the stage
well, but the play is often
melodramatic.

by Stanzi Uherek

ever, many of her essential
duties have unfortunately
been eliminated. Ms. Beaty
does a beautiful job with the
part and her grace and facial
expressions add alot to the
show.
The set adds interest to
the show. It consists of many
diflerent levels and has four
poles on which the actors lean,
swing, and even climb.
Stockton Civic Theatre's
production of The Fantasticks
will be playing Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays
through October 13, with a
In this production how Sunday matinee on October 7.

Bumps as their fathers
provide good comic relief
although they sometimes
overact to the point of
silliness.
Not to be overlooked is
Khloella Beaty as the mute.
Although she has no lines, the
mute is a very essential
character in the play. She is
always there, depicting the
wall, providing the props for
the actors and making it rain
or snow (whichever is called
for) on stage.

Apparently Silver tries to
get away from the traditional
elements in The Fantasticks.
But with the changes he has
made, much of the beautiful
simplicity that makes The
Fantisticks so charming has
been lost.
The plot concerns two
neighboring fathers who want
their respective son and
daughter to wed. Knowing the
minds of youth, they build a
wall between the two houses
and forbid each to see the
other.
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things to do
in the dark..
the new television season has begun and it gives us new
THINGS TO DO IN THE DARK.

FRIDAY: CALUCCI'S DEPARTMENT has promise. James
Coco is on screen and Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna
("Lovers and Other Strangers") are in the wings. Stick with
it, it tops "The Brady Bunch".
THE GIRL WITH SOMETHING EXTRA is imitation
BEWITCHED.
ROLL OUT!
is M*A*S*H*.
That
leaves THE ODD COUPLE, imitation ODD COUPLE, but the
best of the 8:30 slot.
ADAM'S RIB has good casting (KenHoward, BlytheDanner)
but it is an avoidable series. It is without a laugh track, and it
is also without laughs.
On the Friday roster, the movies are impressive. If you don't
want to see them, you can forget ROOM 222, BRIAN KEITH,
and DEAN MARTIN on the other channels.
Lots of movies on Sunday opposite MANNIX and BARNABY
JONES. FILMS: Many good movies are coming this year.
Streisand will return in ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE
FOREVER (good , HELLO DOLLY (better), and OWL AND
PUSSYCAT (best). Also in the musical vein: DOCTOR
DOLITTLE, MY FAIR LADY, and SWEET CHARITY.
When the dates are announced, circle your calendar for THE
HOSPITAL (George C. Scott), A NEW LEAF (Elaine May),
BANANAS (minor Woddy Allen, but Woody Allen at any
rate), and LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS.

The strategy works...at
first. A hired villain, "El
Gallo" attempts to "kidnap"
the girl on directions from the
fathers. But the son comes to
her rescue (also according to
their plans) and apparently
assures their marriage. All is
well until the realities of life
shatter" their love. But in the
end
Ruben Delgado as the
narrator, E 1 Gallo, is
excellent. He has marvelous
stage presence and an equally
fine singing voice.

BARGAIN MATINEE
Wad.. So*.. Sun. -TILAFM
ALL SB ATS91.00

0O^O\.\X^aSsV,P.^
rtC
6 ^ ot\C^
W*
oVf

° ooA* i

Unfortunately, Nancy
Stockwell and Tom Scott as
the girl and the boy, do not
carry off as well. Nancy
cannot handle the difficult
vocal numbers, and although
she is a lovely ballerina, her
ballet numbers do not fit The

Starts FRIDAY!

Fantasticks. Tom has a
pleasant singing voice but
seems very unsure of himself
on stage.
Gene Wisenor and Frank

n*

•

•• ]I llS
pw Jw

jil

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S

157 West Adams Behind Baskin—

Robbins on Pacific Ave.'s Miracle Mile

NOW SHOW1NQ

irlE
GREATEST
COMEDY SHOW
OF ALL TIMES!

CEV

5EA

I/I/here u/ere you in'62?
"AMERICAN GRAFfrtl" • ALUCASEIM LTD /COPPOLA CO. Production
Stoning RICHARD DREYFUSS • RONNY HOWARD • FAUL LE MAT • CHARLIE MARTIN SMITH
CANDY CLARK • MACKENZIE PHILIPS • CINE* WLLIAMS • WOLFMAN JACK
Written by GEORGE LUCAS and GLORIA KATZ & VALARD HLTYCK • Directed by GEORGE LUCAS
Co-Produced by GAR/ KURTZ •Produced by FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR-

SHERWOOD PLAZA

Li
1:00 ONLY "MUX THi CAT"
2:30 ONLY "CHfMlIADB»"

W§

PACIFIC AVE.at ROBINHOOD DR.

IJ *

WED. SAT. SUN.

1:30-3:30-5:30
7:30-9:30
WK-NITES

7:30-9:30
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cont. from page one
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50 Florida resort
city
52 Play on words
1 Lower back
53 Fuel
11 Highest point
54 1965 baseball MVP
15 Fear of Heights
57 Famous ship
16 Discomfort
58
Japanese War
17 Circus performer
59 Fiendish
W
61 Oklahoman cTty
18 Mass.
ofX T
Tech.
62 Expect
19 Part of wedding
63 Moslem potentates
ceremony (pi.)
64 Abstainer
20 German city
22
Scully
DOWN
23 Never: Ger.
24 Type of soup
1 Aids to digestion
26 Sweetsop
2 Sourness
28 Man's name
3 Crosby, e.g.
30 John of- Jane
4 Swoboda and Hunt
31 Medicinal
5 Make a choice
substances
6 If
a hammer
33 One named after
7 Arthur Miller
another
family
35 Rests
8 Spanish or
37 Italian coin
Portuguese
38 Hugh Hefner bunny
9 U. S. Military
42 Hard worker
decoration
46 Poetic term
10 Peggy
47 Advertisements
11 Relating to bees
(slang)
12 G. B. Shaw play
49 Alaskan city

ACROSS

(

P

U

13 Recognized
incorrectly
14 Common suffix
21 Bullfighter
25 Born
27 Eastern group of
colleges (abbr.)
28 "Such
for the
course"
29 Leaves out
32 Argentine plains
34 Spahn's teammate
36 Part of an
intersection
38 Go to
39 Going away
40 Region of Asia
Mi nor
41 Try to equal or
surpass
43 Sound
44 Come forth
45 Secondhand dealer
48 12>s cents
51 Urges
55 Malay law
56 Brazilian heron
57 Palm drink
58 Body of water
60 Ignited

and submit any bulletins for
A special bulletin ex
Karpales explained that, mutual examination before
plaining
the master plan was
the petition presented at the
drafted
by
Dr. Robert Wintermeeting had 955 signatures^ CirCStaGeorges added that the
berg.
Financial
Vice-Presj.
representing all schools an
three students asked why no
dent, Tuesday.
segments of the University, students were involved in he
Uponobservation. student
which had been gathered in decision to pave part ol the
representatives, St. Georges
just 48 hours.
field, and why they were not
and Reich, suggested a more
Abbott presented
the
notified of the master plans.
detailed description of the
well-established master plan
Dean Chambers has exspecific areas to be altered
for future UOP construc
piained that ASUOP 1leaders
according to the master plan.
tion", pointing out the areas to
were notified of possible solu
A time schedule and -actual
be developed as recreational
tions to the parking facility
uses for each "Recreational
shortage at a September
space" were also called lor.
He indicated that these
luncheon meeting.
In order to resolve these
areas will compensate for the
Student representatives
portion of Knowles Field that
issues, the students have rereported that they had been
will be paved. Part oi the
quested
an
all-University
told on Monday that the
Knowles
pavement
is facilities were needed tor the
meeting this Monday The 4
designed
for recreational
p.m. meeting tor all con
student, so the assumption
cerned students, faculty and
facilities.
was made that the students
According to St Georges,
administrators will be held on
would approve of construc
the three student representa
Knoles
Field.
tion plans.
tives accepted the overa
Abbott announced that
Abbott indicated that the
plan, but stressed that all
construction ol the parking
decision
to
construct
a
intentions must be publicized
facility will not be resumed
parking facility at the south
before construction is re
until President McCaffrey and
end of Knowles Field was
newed. The administration
the UOP students approve the
made during the summer
officials and the students
plan.
agreed to supply information months.

potpourri

Friday, Sept. 28
Breakfast
Pear Halves
Malt-O-Meal
Raisin Pancakes
Sausage Links
Apple Strudel
I.uneli
Shrimp Bisque
Hot Turkey Sand.
Macroni & CheeseMixed Vegetables
Fish Plate #4
Party Salad Gel.
Citrus Surprise
'ineapple-Nul Cookie-

Answers on Page 10

r
i
i
•

Solutions???

SeyevUni't Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries - Keg Beer

i
•

FREE DELIVERY
i PHONE
478-3275

SPECIAL DISCOUNT KOK
SOROKITY & FRATERNITY
FUNCTIONS.

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF.

classifieds

For Sale: Extra long hospital
bed with washable mattress,
bedside commode, and over
the bed table. All pieces for
only $75. Call 478-8936.
evenings and weekends.
Big Savings: Visit your local
ASUOP Travel Service. Get
away to almost anywhere at
big savings. Mon-Fri. 12-2 at
ASUOP office.

Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.

For Sale: Miide electronic
calculator. Excellent quality,
like new condition. $170 new.
will sell for $75. Call 477-7957.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus lor less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jell Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
WANTED: Night man lor new
Stockton motel. Free living
quarters. Call 948-2400 for
appointment.

5

Tuesday, Oct. 2
Breakfast
Strawberries
Cream of Rice
French Toast
Bacon
Apple Yam Muffin

Sunday, Sept. 30
Breakfast
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Prune Batter Bread
Lunch
Fresh Fruit
Grilled French Toast
Bacon Strips
Fried Eggs
Modified Salad Bar
Pineapple Twist

Lunch
C'r. of Mushroom
French Dip Sand.
Meal Plate #7
Molded Cranberry
Minty Pear/Cheese
Baked Custard

Dinner
Orange Freeze
Dinner
Coq Au Yin
Baked Shorlribs
Curried Eggs
Enchiladas
Herbed RiceDinner
Dorilo Chips
Peach Hall (Hot)
UOP Pizza
Green Peppers w/ Cheese
' Mushroom Souffle
Egg Fop Yung
Bean Salad
5-Cup Salad
Potato Casserole
Mexican Bread
UOP Wheat Bread
Broccoli Spears
Mexican Pastries
Lettuce Wedge
Angel Food Cake w/ Rasp &
ButtermHk Wheat Roll
Wh. Topp.
JClio Cubes/Topping
Saturday, Sept. 2!)
Brt-aklasl
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Donuts
Lunch
Citrus Sections
Cheese Blinlz
Bacon
Scrambled Eggs
Modified Salad Bar
Cherry Snail
Dinner
F.F. Shrimp/Lemon
Tartar Sauce
Italian Delight
Company Carrots
Parsley Garnish
Coleslaw
Fisherman's Wharf
Blueberry Pie

Wednesday, Oct. 3
Breakfast
Cling Peach Slices
Farina
Gingerbread Pancakes
Link Sausages
Raised Donuts

Monday, Oct. 1
Breakfast
Orange Sections
Oatmeal
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Lunch Tomato Bisque
Grilled Cheese
Ham Loaf w/ Mushroom
Sauce
Spinach Pie/Egg
Fish Plate »4
Frt. Cocktail
Cherry Peach Deluxe
Choc. Chip Cookie
Dinner
Spaghetti
Omelet
Rissole Potatoes
Garlic Bread
Tapioca Pudding

Thursday, Oct. 4
Breakfast
Banana
Roman Meal
Scrambled Eggs w/
Crouton/Ham
Hash Browns
Pecan Rolls )
Lunch
Lentil Soup
Bacon.
Lettuce
&

Tomato

Sand.
Pimento Corn 't
Cheese Strata d
Poultry Plate #2
Ribbon Salad
Double Straw. Mold
JeUo Cubes

Dinner
Swiss Sleak/Sr. Cr.
Polish Sausage
Pizza Potatoes j
Mixed Vegetables
Carrot-Raisins 1
Oatmeal Bread I

Lunch
Vegetable Soup
Hot Dog/Chili
Beef Noodle Cass.
Meat Plate #3
Tahitian Delite
Cashew Nut Cookie
Dinner
Roust Turkey
Fish Portion
Whipped Potatoes
Giblet Gravy
Brocoli/Onions
Cukes/Sour Cream
Colombo Rolls

The ASUOP TRAVEL SERVICE is pleased to offer:
Wanted: Please call me if you
have a cheap bike for sale. 4629584.

Winter in Mexico: Study a
Writer's Mexico. Call Jim
Shebl at 946-2553, Knowles
Hall.

FOR $ALE:
Blaupunkt
AM/FM Stereo Radio. $100
firm. Call Tom: 478-4827

TYPING: Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers,
resumes,
manu
scripts, business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.

WANTED: Church organist
needed. Pd. position. Persons
interested in membership in
an outstanding church choral
group, contact Bill Pruitt. 4645160

Oakland to New York (JFK)
San Francisco to New York (JFK)
Oakland - L.A. - Paris
San Francisco - L.A. - Mexico City
Los Angeles to Freeport, Bahamas

Dec. 18 - Jan 1 Round Trip
Dec. 18 - Jan. 22 RT
Dec. 28 - Jan. 23 RT
Dec. 29 - Jan. 21 RT
Dec. 29 - Jan. 13 RT

Taxes and service charge already included. Available
only to qualified students, faculty, staff and their
immediate families of UOP.
For further details see us in the ASUOP offices:
12-1 Mon. - Fri., 4-5 Tues. - Fri.

$170
$179
$265
$159
$160

